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6 degrees of separation...Satisfyingly explicit, this bona-fide narrative is plagued with humor, sex,
romance, violence, devastating family secrets and more. Inspirational in its own right, this urban tale
will invite readers into the lives of six individuals, who learn from one another that with love, faith,
and forgiveness...peace found within will outweigh all the pain that was ever endured.
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I have to say I read this book fast.. my favorite girl is Brooklyn but I have to say that I'm digging
Thailand the most... imagined somethings with him fanning myself lol.... this Books has twists and
turns and it was just a very enjoyable and easy read meaning no typos I got to the end, she left me
waning more also ready to make the author cough up another book as you can see i am ready...
Now it was some funny scenes in this book First date all i am gonna say lmao wait Teach parent too
LMAO..Climatic Successions takes you on a wild ride and leaves you wanting more. It was an
pleasantly surprised this is the author first book strong start out the gate...!

This book is off the chain this is a romance type book with a a lot of drama and secrets my favorites
are derri bk Thailand Aaron Ethan and Adriana these couples seem great together but they have a
lot of baggage that you won't believe I loved this book but have to know how it ends on to book 2

I spent my morning with a dude name you guessed it Ethan.I loved this book.I loved all of the
characters.Now I am just mad at the Author because I have to wait for Halloween for the
sequel.This book had me at page one.Every page pulling me farther and father into the characters
lives.Ethan was my man as I am sure you have already guessed. I loved his swagger and now I am
ready for more.I can not wait to see what happens in part 2 cause I am sprung now.Please get this
novella.You will not be disappointed.I am looking forward to more from this Author for years to
come.Keep them coming and I will keep reading.

Climatic Successions was a well written and awesome book. The author really took her time to
develop the characters and the storyline. The poetry that was recited by one of the main characters
was phenomenal!!!! This book gives the true definiton of "Six Degrees of Seperation". Buy this book
and you will not be disappointed!!!

This Book flowed it was a Good Read , I say it because Brooklyn didnt take no mess but at the
same time her friends always had her back ! I also liked how the story was told surrounding all of
them and they all had a connection !!!!!!!! thks for a great read I am Obsession !

This was a good one I enjoyed it and it was fast paced. It didn't take long from beginning to end and
you needed to stay with the story cause it was moving along. The characters kept me reading and I
didn't stop till the story was over.If you are looking for something good and quick to read this is it.

Omg I finished this book in like 5 hours it was so good I bet I know who took Adrienne I gasped so
many times in this book they had a lot of twist and turns but I loved all of them this book got me so
anxious to purchase part 2 TERRIFIC job IAM OBSESSION u got a new fan and supporter

Reading the first chapter made me mad, but I got past that quickly. As all of the characters were
introduced, I had no idea that I'd be like, "Oh no he di int!" The men in this book had an equal
amount if not more drama than the women did. Full of raw pain, real drama, too many emotions and
somehow forgiveness crept its way in. Within Obsession's raw emotions and real feelings, I pictured

every word in her book. I am a visual person, so I have to see, not just read what's going on. Also
full of blissful and sweltering moments as well. I cannot wait to read the sequel because I now need
to know which woman is talking about Thailand at the end of the book! Fantastic work! Obsession
certainly takes you on the ride of life and how love can change everything.
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